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Hello Friends,

“There are many spokes on the wheel of life.
First, we’re here to explore new possibilities.”

We need to constantly keep looking at varied ways and possibilities
of attracting and retaining our alumni into the CIMBAG fold.
CIMBAG Chapters across the country have been trying out their
hand at something new to entertainment events every time they
organize family get-togethers. They have been trying to explore
new areas and latest topics of discussions for the seminars and
workshops that would give them better insights into the business
world. Craving for something new and trying to be creative paves
the way for new possibilities and adventures which are interesting
and worth exploring.

CIMBAG Hyderabad recently organized a program Naghma e
Rooh, an evening of Ghazal and Sufi poetry. It could be termed as
the largest of its kind in every sense. In terms of budget, number
of people attending, or the reach-out to the corporate and other
professional forums, our Alumni Relations team and the alumni
have together put in significant efforts to make this event a success.
The performing artist Rekha Surya from Delhi ensured that people
go back mesmerized by her music and fond memories of the lovely
evening where compositions of famous poets like Amir Khusro,
Mirza Ghalib, and Faiz Ahmed Faiz were sung.

The event was relatively a bigger budget event and was sponsored
by corporate houses like SBI, PNB, INCAS, KOMBENCH,
Manokamana Gold, Clarity Boards and supported by Thomas Cook,
Aditya Hometel, Ravinalli Photography, MM Travels and Surya
Majestic. We thank these sponsors who had instilled faith in us that
we will be able to do justice to this kind of a brand association, in
spite of being young compared to their standing in the market.  This
is another way to look at how CIMBAG is being trusted by the
corporate world to synergize their brands which is really a good
sign of recognition for our alumni body.

Lets continue working together to build the brand CIMBAG  strong!

Syed H Maqsood
Consulting Editor
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w Tell us something about
yourself and your family.
Saying in a single word, ‘I am an
Optimist’.

After completing my engineering,
I have been working in the IT
Financial services sector for the
past 17 years in various roles. As
part of my career ambition, I have
successfully completed my MBA in
2007 from ICFAI University.

I am married to Mr. Saravanan
who has been the driving force
behind me to acquire an MBA

Ms. Ambal
Saravanan,
MBA
Business Planning
Manager

Scope International,
Chennai

career and at the same time not
losing focus on the welfare of our
children and their education is a
great achievement. Amongst
various awards from School,
College and career, the one that
stands out in my mind is when I
got the University First Rank in
BE (Professional degree). I had a
privilege to work as the
Technology Head with Franklin
Templeton AMC (earlier called
Kothari Pioneer) at the age of 28.
I am the author of a Management
concept called (LB) 2 Ladder  A

What is success according
to you?
Success in my view is the ability to
maintain worklife balance while
climbing up the corporate ladder.
Success can be measured by the
happiness index of oneself, family
and the team. Unfortunately, many
of them look at it as a materialistic
index and soon get into the vicious
circle of mid-life crisis. Success is
about moving in the right direction
towards your life’s long-term goals.
I believe in steady success step by
step, rather than overnight success,
which may not be sustainable.
Success is not for us alone but to be
shared by others. It would always
be because of teamwork being at
office or at home.

degree that was my dream for
almost 8 years. We have two lovely
children Karthik and Vashanth,
who give meaning to our lives and
amaze us with their presence of
mind.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
In my view, being able to sustain
healthy work-life balance after
15 years of married life without
compromising on my husband’s

copyright of Polaris Software
Lab, which was used as a
lynchpin for strengthening 3
layers of Leadership pipeline of a
Software Organization. My
Technical Paper “Going the Extra
Mile  From Technology Executors
to Business Enablers” (A Case
study of Standard Chartered
Bank) was selected and published
in the souvenir for PMI Congress
2009 at an all India level across
Industries.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
Perseverance, right attitude,
integrity, self-confidence, emotional
intelligence, humility, willingness to
explore the unknown, urge to
continuously learn and the ability to
adapt to change would be a major
differentiator. Look at failure as an
opportunity to learn. Exposure and
experience is more important and
success would be sweeter, if you have
faced failures too. Live in the present
and enjoy each day of your life!

How do you balance work
and family life?
According to me, qualitative time
spent regularly with family
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members is important than the
quantity of time. Parenting is an
art and we need to constantly equip
ourselves to groom our children at
different stages. Leading by
example is more relevant at home
as kids of the new generation don’t
have the patience to heed advices
like we used to in our childhood
days. My parents provide a good
support for me to manage hygiene
factors for my kids. I have a good
network of friends and mentors
who are supportive whenever I am
in a dilemma or need advice in
taking any decision. These days,
organizations are providing
flexibility to work from home
which helps you save commuting
time and improve productivity.

Balancing work and life is an art
and would be easy to manage if we
don’t mix up the two and are clear
on priorities during various phases
of life. It definitely is not a ‘One
size fits all’ formula. I constantly
remind myself that “We work to
live and not live to work”.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
Listening to music, Reading books,
experimenting in the kitchen with
new dishes, helping people around
to bring little joys in their life
solving their problems… and of late,
writing has become a new hobby.

How has the MBA
qualification helped in
enhancing your career?
Obtaining an MBA was my
ambition for 8 years. I had been
postponing it for a long time due
to personal priorities and finally
joined ICFAI University (FLP) in
2003 due to the encouragement
from my husband.

More than the MBA degree, I
enjoyed the self-reflection and
lateral thoughts that were
triggered during the journey of
acquiring the degree. ICFAI
University case studies stand apart
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in providing various perspectives
to any given topic.

MBA has helped me in my career
in connecting the disparate dots
together. It has given a structure
to my thought process, it helps me
articulate ideas better, faster and
look at any problem / opportunity
from an all-round perspective,
rather than just from an
engineering / technical point of
view which I used to have earlier.
It definitely helps me to
understand the big picture and
view from various dimensions. It
also helped me understand various
leadership styles.

MBA degree and practical
experience of around 17 years has
helped me to blend ‘top down and
bottom up’ perspectives, which
results in creating Win:win
solutions.

Learning is a
c o n t i n u o u s
journey…Enjoy it!

What would be
your advice to
young career
aspirants?
Enjoy the journey of
learning in your
MBA as this is not
just another degree.
It definitely will help
you to move ahead
one step forward in your career as
you reach middle/senior
management positions.

Spare time to reflect on linking
what you learn with practical
scenarios around you. Brainstorm
with your friends/other students
with varying backgrounds doing
MBA. You will be amazed by the
different perspectives that would
help you learn from experiences
and background each one comes
from. I have seen many bright
students dropping out in between
the course. It may seem to be
painful to continuously appear for
exams every 3 months which

almost requires preparation
throughout the year. But, have the
perseverance to finish the course
and you will definitely reap benefits
in the long run. Please don’t give
up!

Finishing MBA is a stepping stone
for success in your career.
However, the real returns depend
on how much you are able to
implement what you have learnt.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
It was the day of Tsunami. Our
sons along with my parents went
to my aunt’s place. Later during
the day I received a call from my
husband stating that my parents,
aunt’s family along with our two
kids have gone to the beach. While
they were playing in knee-deep

water, the massive
tsunami waves
began to hit the
shore risking the lives
of people.
Accidentally my
children were getting
carried away by the
waves uncontrollably
in the deep waters.
Fortunately there
were some
youngsters playing
nearby, who helped
pull my relatives and

children out of water. All of
them literally had to run back for
their lives. All their belongings
including their vehicles, mobiles and
other valuables were damaged in the
water.

My husband and I immediately
rushed to search for them on
hearing this. There was chaos all
over, we ran from pillar to post to
locate our family members. Finally
there was a sigh of relief for both
of us when we could locate all of
them safe but in a state of shock.

Tsunami is an unforgettable
experience in our life, which has
taught us many lessons.

"My MBA Degree
coupled with my
professional
experience of over
17 years has
enhanced my work
life as I have been
able to turn
around ‘top down
and bottom up’
perspectives into
Win:Win
Situations"
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Ajay Arora, MBA

DGM(Strategic Planning
& Projects)

Hero Corporate Services
Ltd., New Delhi

Tell us something about
yourself and your family.
I would describe myself as a
person constantly on the move,
opening up new frontiers of
knowledge and seeking excellence
in whatever I do.

Born and brought up in Delhi, I
completed my Bachelors of
Mechanical Engineering (with
honors) from Delhi College of
Engg., after which I worked for
almost twelve years with Maruti
Suzuki Ltd., followed by two years

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
I believe that while my best is yet
to come, there have been a number
of achievements that I can fondly
remember, most of those during
my 12-year stint at Maruti.

While Maruti was always counted
among the best automobile
companies in India, onslaught of
competition in 1990s from globally
best companies forced us to rethink
our ways of doing things. At the end
of this evaluation, we decided to

transporting, movement,
inappropriate process and
inventory). This was not an easy
task considering the hostile labor
unions at that time. However, by
inspiring my team to look for the
wastes, I helped organization’s
efforts to eliminate the seven wastes
by introducing various kaizens (like
synchronized trolleys), in-process
checks and fool proofsystems (poka-
yoke), besides the continuous
education & training to my people.
Not only this helped me save
resources, recognition also came in
the form of awards to my team in
the companywide QC (Quality Circle)
competition.

The benefits of improvement in
productivity and quality from this
exercise motivated other teams
across the organization to take
similar actions. This led to a
quantum jump in our productivity
levels, helping us achieve our

in GMR Infra’s Strategy function
before taking on my current
responsibilities of Strategic
Planning & Projects in Hero
Group’s Corporate Services.

My family comprises of my
parents (both retired from senior
positions in Government), my wife
who teaches in a school and my
two kids  eight and two years old
respectively.

take a leap in improving the
productivity and quality
parameters. Being a team leader in
the operations, I led my team in the
introduction of lean manufacturing
practices on the shop floor. Named
Maruti Production System, this
system targets identification and
reduction of seven wastes in any
process (waste from defects,
overproduction, waiting,

targeted 50% improvement in
productivity within three years. The
organization as a result is much
leaner having cut the excess flab.

In 2001, I played an important role
in the Strategic Initiative Group (of
Maruti), which was instrumental in
initiating and putting on course the
‘New Businesses’ of Maruti
venturing into the field of Car
Finance, Car Insurance, Pre-owned
Cars and Fleet Management
Solutions. Through a careful exercise
of feasibility studies, comparative
analysis and repeated iterations of
business modeling, these businesses
were rolled in stages by the year 2002.
Today, these businesses not only
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generate cash but importantly help
Maruti retain customers in its fold
(the 360-degrees experience).
Needless to mention, the skills that I
learned while doing my MBA from
Icfai were quite helpful in achieving
these goals.

What is success according
to you?
Dictionary defines success as “the
favorable or prosperous termination
of attempts or endeavors”.

As per me, success is targeting BIG
(also referred to as Big Hairy
Audacious Goals, BHAGs in short)
and achieving BIGGER. These bold
goals (like the moon mission of
NASA) have been used by certain
organizations to achieve goals by
creating excitement among people
and should fall well outside the
comfort zone.

Achieving these BHAGs require
heroic effort on the part of people
and perhaps a little luck also!

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
While there’s no readymade
formula for success, I feel that 1)
Focus on target and 2) Continued
pursuit for excellence, are the two
essential things required for an
individual or an organization to be
successful.

Thus while working on an
assignment, I become so obsessed
with the goal that I even sleep with
it and eat with it.

How do you balance work
and family life?
Maintaining work-life balance in
these days of tough deadlines is
quite a challenge. However, I make
it a point to spend at least a couple
of weekends (in a month) with my
family, be it a picnic, movie, eating
out or at home.

Further, I try to have family
vacation (even though for a couple
of days), every year.

In fact, I have found that the joy
one gets by spending time with
loved ones fills us with fresh
energy and charges us up for the
next assignment.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
Distance running is one of my
hobbies. While I used to be a sprint
runner till my school and college
days, with age catching up I moved
over to distance running. Having
completed a couple of half
marathons in competitive events,
I find that marathon in particular
and distance running in general
are not just good for fitness, but
also help us build the will power
to stand against the odds in life.
Reading is another hobby that I
am into. Most often, I read
management books, the ones
about great companies and people.
However, rarely do I read fiction.

How has the MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
I feel that MBA is not just an
academic qualification but a
complete personality development
program besides adding to skills in
specific functions say, Finance,
Operations, Strategy, Human
Resources etc.

While new challenges, going on
undefined paths and always finding
new ways to do things are some of
the things that really excite me. The
MBA program helped me take a 180-
degree turn in my professional life
– to transform myself into leading
the strategic initiatives at the
corporate level planning of the
organization, seeing the broader
picture after having spent initial six
years of my professional life
managing shop floor operations.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
It’s very important for young
people to have a career plan and

work on that. I am of the firm
view that similar to the 5-year &
3-year plans of organizations &
governments, individuals also
need to chart out a career path for
future. For achieving this, I
believe that besides the positive
attitude, learning new skills is an
essential requirement. Young
people should fulfill this
requirement by way of
continuously taking up projects of
different nature and willingness to
shoulder higher responsibility.
Further, it’s very important to have
a mentor, right from the early
days of career. A mentor is a
coach, he or she could be your
immediate boss as well or a senior
colleague. He is someone you look
up to for advice and guidance. Last
but not the least; young people
should be ready to slog in first few
years of their professional life as
this foundation is something
which stays with them for the
whole life.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Back in 2007, among other
projects, I was working on a
project to enhance sales of
organization. While there were
number of ideas floating around,
I had worked out a proposal to
target potential buyers along
specific industry segments. The
proposal was waiting clearance of
our then Managing Director (MD).
In the annual sales convention
(meeting of over 300 employees
of marketing and sales, including
the top management), without
prior knowledge of anybody, the
MD announced my name and
asked me to give a presentation
on the proposal.  While this
caught me off-guard, my
impromptu presentation found
favors with all, thus helping get
an incremental 15% sales in the
next couple of years and also
getting me appreciation from
all quarters.
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CIMBAG  Chennai Chapter
organized a workshop on ‘Social
Networking’. Mr. Balaji O S, an
MBA, working as a Manager with
Wipro Consulting Services was the
speaker.

He briefed that in today’s
connected world, distance and
physical barriers are no more
relevant. The whole world is now
connected in one’s laptop or hand
phone.  Internet and mobiles has
really changed the way we do
business and created a new

SEMINARS

Workshop on Social Networking
- Tools and Techniques

paradigm called Social Media.

If you visit any commercial
website, it would be surprising, if
you don’t find the social media
tools like Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter. Such has been the power
of these social media tools that
right from an independent
entrepreneur to bug corporations,
everyone wants to leverage it to
get the maximum benefit.

For an individual, it creates
tremendous opportunity to connect
to like-minded people, global

Chennai

professionals and several experts
which otherwise would not have

been possible. Social
networking is now a
phenomenon and is
taught as a separate
topic in Marketing
and Human
Relations subjects in
B-schools.

Social media and
social networking
helps both an
organization and an
individual to shape
online presence and
increase their brand
equity. Politicians,

top corporations, actors,
professionals, students,
jobseekers, employers,
universities, industry forums and
charity organizations  you name
it; they have their presence online
and are reaching out to wider
audience through this effective
medium.

So get connected to the world and
shape your way to success
building right contacts and
growing lasting partnerships.

Happy networking!

O S Balaji, MBA

Manager, Wipro Consulting Services
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CIMBAG Kolkata Chapter had
organized a workshop on career
planning and counseling meet for
the alumni. Anindita Saha took a
session on “Effective Non-Verbal
Communication”

According to the speaker Non-verbal
communication is commonly known
as the process of communication
through sending and receiving
wordless messages. Language is not
the only source of communication,
there are other means also. Non-
verbal Communication can be
communicated through gestures and
touch (which is also called “Haptic
communication”), by body language
or posture, by facial expression and
eye contact.

However, much of the study of non-
verbal communication has focused
on face-to-face interaction, where it
can be classified into three principal
areas: environmental conditions
where communication takes place,
the physical characteristics of the
communicators, and behaviors of
communicators during interaction.

The speaker divided the non-verbal
communication into four broad
categories:

Physical: This is the personal type
of communication. It includes
facial expressions, tone of voice,

sense of touch, sense of smell, and
body movements.

Aesthetic: This is the type of
communication that takes place
through creative expressions:
playing instrumental music,
dancing, painting and sculpturing.

Signs: This is the mechanical type

Kolkata

of communication, which includes
the use of signal flags, the 21-gun
salute, horns, and sirens.

Symbolic: This is the type of
communication that makes use
of religious, status,  or ego-
building symbols.

The presentation mainly focused
on what Porter… has
called the physical
method of non-verbal
communication. This is
the only area which is
directly related with
effective interview skills.

She also discussed
elaborately the research
findings during her
presentation.

Anindita
Saha, MBA

Lecturer,
Techno India

A Presentation on “Effective Non-Verbal Communication”
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Eonomic Rebound: Role of
Finance Professionals
The Council of Icfai University
MBA Graduates, Kolkata Chapter
along with the CFA Association
Kolkata had jointly organized a
Finance Convention on “Economic
Rebound”.

Mr. Surjit Singh Ahuja, Chairman
of the Kolkata CFA Association
welcomed the participants.

The speakers of the convention
were Mr. Kalyan Debnath,
Executive Vice President, The
Peerless General Finance &
Investment Co. Ltd., Mr. Pankaj
Shah, CEO – V S Finance and Mr
VK Surana, CFO & Co. Secretary,
RS Software (India) Ltd.

The session started with Mr. Kalyan
Debnath, speaking about the role of
finance professionals during the
economic rebound. He narrated how
the rate of inflation particularly the
food price inflation directly has an
impact on the growth level. Against
this situation how the Indian CFO’s
are now facing the challenges in
prompting them to make structural
changes, adopt strategies as well as
to capitalize on the opportunities
arising out of possible rebound.

Financial Innovation to Fuel
Eonomic Rebound
Mr Pankaj Shah discussed the
financial innovation to fuel
economic rebound.

According to him those who widely
popularized the same, came under

sharp criticism in
recent years and
it is widely
believed that
f i n a n c i a l
instruments that
evolved out of
f i n a n c i a l
innovation in the
last two decades
are the root
cause of the
economic disaster. The innovative
financial products that emerged have
been made so widespread and taking
the advantage of financial
deregulation across the globe took
such a gigantic proportion that the
evils of speculation instinct gripped
the financial market.

In his deliberation he elaborated
the types of financial innovations,
the prime motivation for indulging
in financial innovation and the
Indian way of using innovations.

Corporate Contribution to
Economic Rebound
Mr VK Surana discussed about the
global recession that marred the
world around in late 2008 and 2009,
as an outcome of subprime had  its
notional impact which was widely
felt in India. But gradually it was
realized that the so called recession
was actually non-existent although
there were symptoms to believe its
existence. In fact that was an
opportune moment for countries
like India and China to emerge as
larger economies.

Soon after this temporary
depression, the Indian economy
was strong enough to bounce
back signaling to emerge as a
stronger economy. There are
several companies who improved
their systems during those tough

times and emerged to gain
financially.

The speaker narrated how the
impacted organizations made the
best use of this period to make
corrections and amend ways to
bounce back, thus fueling the
rebound.

Those who can sense opportunities
and align their business strategies
with a vision to emerge as globally
competitive, cost-efficient,
consumer-centric and financially
sound would be the leaders in
writing the script for Great Indian
Economic Rebound.

The program was well organized.
The response and feedback received
from the participants was very
encouraging.

FINANCE CONVENTIONKolkata FINANCE CONVENTION
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Go
Green
New Delhi

A theme party on the occasion of World Environment Day
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Executive Committee Meetings

Ahmedabad

Bangalore

Chennai

Hyderabad

Kolkata
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An evening of Ghazal
and Sufi Poetry
CIMBAG Hyderabad Chapter
organized a major event ‘Naghma
e Rooh’ (music for the soul) for its
members and corporate guests.
The performing artist for the
evening was the famous ghazal
singer from Delhi, Rekha Surya,
who is also a disciple of the famous
Begum Akhtar, Bashir Khan and
Girija Devi. She has to her credit a
recording for the archives of
Sangeet Natak Academy. She has
performed in many parts of India,
USA, Canada and parts of Europe.
Times Music is shortly releasing
her album on the occasion of Faiz
Ahmed Faiz Centenary
Celebrations under the ‘Aman Ki
Asha’ project.

Alumni Get-together

She enthralled the
audience with the
sufiana kalam of
Amir Khusrow,
Mirza Ghalib,
Faiz, Jigar
M u r a d a b a d i ,
Nazir Kazmi and
other famous
poets.

The President of
C I M B A G ,
Hyderabad, Mr. Soni Abraham,
delivered the welcome address and
encouraged the alumni present to
actively participate in the alumni
events.

The sponsors of this program were
State Bank of India, Punjab National
Bank, INCAS, Kombench,
Manokamna, Clarity Boards,

Thomas Cook, Aditya Hometel,
Ravinalli Photography, MM Travels
and Surya Majestik Colour Xerox.

The auditorium was packed to size
with large number of audiences
present from among the alumni,
sponsors and corporate guests.
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Career Moves

Rajinder Kumar
Malik, MBA

New Delhi

has moved as
Associate
Manager with
HCL Technology
Ltd.

Prior to this, he
was a Senior
Officer with
Infosys.

Harmindra Singh Bindra, MBA

tied the knot with Jaskirat
Kaur

Sunny Bedi, MBA

New Delhi

has moved as
Marketing
Executive with
Fasttrack
Laminators.

Prior to this, he
was an Event
Executive with
Federation of
Universities.

Happy  Moments

Nishith
Sanghavi, MBA

Pune

has moved as
Chief Mentor with
Amrut Infotech.

Prior to this he
was Asst. Finance
Manager with
Suzolne Energy
Ltd.

Thiagarajan
Kailasam, MBA

Chennai

has moved to HCL
as an Associate
Project Manager.

Prior to this, he
was a Senior
Technical
Associate with
Tech Mahindra.

Prosenjit Sen, MBA

tied the knot with Saswati

Abhijit Kumar, MBA
tied the knot with Sharmila
Saha

Fareeda Amzad, MBA

tied the knot with Srikanth
Gungun Choudhary, MBA

tied the knot with Pankaj
Kathuria

Ajay Chawla, MBA

tied the knot with Bulbul








